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SUMMARY :
Effect of arc due to the negative grounding of the structure of the Space Station Freedom
(SSF) axe analyzed. A circuit model is constructed to evaluate the transient effects on the
solar cell array and the load on the power system. The results from the transient analysis show
that the loaci power is minimally disturbed; However, the perturbations critically depend on
the capacitances of the solar cells to the plasma and another capacitances in the system. If
such capacitances are relatively large (> 200pF per cell) the perturbation in the negative
parts of the array, and hence in its power generation capability, are likely to be significant.
The transient effects are analysed using lumped and distributed circuit parameters. The
latter model predicts a significant effect on the solar cells near the negative end of the array.
The electrostatic, magnetostatic and radiation fields generated by arcing events are an-
alyzed. The fields critically depend on whether the electrons ejected during the arcing are
escaping along the earth's magnetic field or they are returned to the spacecraft. The gen-
eration of electrostatic fields for the former case is calculated by assuming that the ejected
electrons set up an electron beam along the earth's magnetic filed. Estimate show an elec-
trostatic field of the order of about 7V/m, and the magnetostatic field about ten times the
earth's magnetic field at the SSF altitudes. These estimates are based on the arc currents
measured in the laboratory tests at NASA/MSFC.
The generation of radiation fields are examined for both the possibilities dealing with
the escape and return of the ejected electrons. In the former case of escaping electrons, the
radiation occurs from a relatively long monopole. An estimate of the radiated power into
the ionospheric plasma indicates that the radiation is so large that it can critically affect
the arcing process and it can limit the arc current. The radiation loss dictates that the arc
current be limited to about -._200 A. In a laboratory experiment, the radiation process are
not likelyto occur because of the sizeofthe plasma device.Therefore,thislimitingprocess
may not be operativein laboratorymeasurements and largearc currentscan be measured.
The radiationfieldsgeneratedby the escapingelectronsareestimated,and they arefound to
significantlythe SSF electromagneticenvironments,in the frequency range from a few kHz
to about i MHz.
Ifthe electronsdo not escape along the magnetic field,the radiationislikelyto occur
from a small volume near the arcingspot. This ismodeled as a radiationlossfrom a short
monopole. Such smallstructurespredominately radiateelectronplasma waves. The estimate
ofthe radiatedpower intoplasma waves indicatesthatwhen such waves areLandau damped,
the ambient plasma around the stationwillbe significantlyheated;plasma temperatures up
to 100 eV isexpected. It appears that ifthe arcingisfrequent and randomly distributed
over the entiresurfaceof the station,a hot plasma willeventuallyengulfthe Space Station
Freedom.
It isrecommended that the localdynamics of electrons,includingcharge neutralization
processbe clearlyunderstood for the purpose ofestablishingthe electromagneticeffectson
a firm theoreticalfoundation.
When the controlof the chargeon the SSF structureisexercisedby a plasma contactor,
the major concern isabout the stabilityof such a device. Ifthe interruptionin the current
ejectionfrom the contactorby plasma instabilityissevere,the structuremay charge to the
arcingpotentials.The stabilityof plasma contactorsremains unexplored. Before a plasma
contactoristotallyreliedupon, itisurgent that the stabilityissueisexamined thoroughly.
Measurements duringthe flightsofthe spaceshuttlehave shown thatthe environment ofa
largespacecraftin spaceiscontaminated by a broadband electrostaticnoisein the frequency
range from zeroto a few tensofkhz. The sourceofthe noiseisidentifiedto be ionsproduced
by the exchange of chargefrom the dominant O + ionsto the contaminant molecules,which
arefound to be predominantly H20 [e.g.,see Cairns and Curnett ,1990].Itisbelievedthat
the noiseisgeneratedby an instabilitydrivenby a beam of water ionsmoving perpendicular
to the geomagnetic fieldlines.Measurements normally givefieldsin the saturationstateof
the instability.We have shown here that during the growth phase of the instabilityaftera
releaseofwater vapour,intensefieldsupto 50 V/m, depending on the water ion densityare
likelyto be generated near the lower hybrid frequency (_ 5kHz). This isin contrastto the
measured fieldlevels< I00 mV/m in the saturationstate.However, measurements seem
to underestimate the fieldsdue to the measuring antenna size[Cairnsand Gutnett, 1990].
The theoriticaliyestablishedfieldsin the saturationstateare found to be higher than the
measured fieldsby an orderofmagnitude. Itisrecornmonded thatthe discreparencybetween
the measurements and the heuristicallyderived theoriticalresultsbe reconciledby further
data analysisand regorous theoriticalcalculations.This willallow a betterdefmitationof
the electromagneticenvironment of the Space StationFreedom.
The motional EMF drivesa currentin the spacecraftstructure.The wave generatedby
such currentsare alsoanalysedand heuristicallythe amplitude levelsofelectricand magnetic
fieldsand theirfrequencyrange are estimated. A summary of our effortreported here can
be found in diagram (1).
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Diagram I A brief summary of the report.
1 Introduction
The relatively high power requirement of the Space Station Freedom (SSF) has led to the
power system design operating at a relatively high voltage of 160 volts. The power will be
generated by solar-cell arrays. When solar cell arrays float in the ionospheric plasma, a major
part of the array (< 90%) attains a negative potential with respect to the plasma, while only
a small portion (<_. 10%) attains positive potentials. This is primarily determined by the
relatively large mobility of the electrons with respect to the O + ions in the ionosphere.
The design of the various components of the power systems has also led to the necessity
of grounding the SSF structure to the negative end of the solar arrays. Figure 1 schemati-
caUy illustrates this grounding scheme: N solar cells are connected in series to produce the
required voltage of 160 V and the required current'is produced by connecting M strings in
parallel. When the total voltage generation Vo is 160 volt, the negative end of the arrays and
the SSF structure attain a potential of about -140 volt with respect to the ambient plasma.
In addition to this relatively large negative potential on the structure, another complicating
factor is that the entire structure is insulated by a 3 #m thick coating of Al203. This insu-
lation layer is likely to float at about -1 volt with respect to the ionospheric plasma. This
is a consequence of an ion- rich sheath formation around a floating body. This leads to a
potential drop of about -139 volt across the thin insulating layer. The electric field in this
layer attains a value given by
E = (139/3) xlO 6 = 5 x 107V/M
Such largefieldsinsidethe insulatinglayerarelikelytocause dielectricbreakdown and arcing.
Recent laboratory testson negativelybiased specimens of the material to be used for
the SSF structuresin a plasma chamber at NASA/MSFC show strongarcingevents,whish
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createabout 1 mm diameter cratersalloverthe specimen surfaceJR. Curruth, privatecom-
mumcation, 1991].Arc currentsup to 1500 A have been measured.
The purpose of thisreport isto presentresultsof our investigationson electromagnetic
effectsof such arcing. The investigationsincludestudieson (I) transienteffectson the
power system due to dischargingand chargingof the structureand (2) electromagnetici_eld
generationand radiationfrom the arc.
In additionto the arcingand itseffect,we alsodiscuss(1)concernsregardingthe stability
ofthe operationofa plasma contactorand the asssEMI concerns arisingfrom it,(2)electric
and magnetic fieldsgeneratedby contaminant ionsand (3)electromagneticfieldscaused by
the currentflowin the structuredue to the motional EMF.
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2 Transient Effects on the Power System Due to Arcing
A large arc current is Likely to induce transients in the power system. For the power system
safety, it is important to asses the magnitudes of the transients induced in various components
of the system. In order to estimate the amplitude, we use lumped and distributed circuit
models for the system components such as solar-cell array, the load and the structure and
their interconnections, and the interaction with the plasma. The lumped circuit model is
shown in Figure 2. The distributed circuit model is discussed later in section 3. We will
shortly discuss various lumped elements included in the circuit. It is important to point out
that for arcs with rise time t, > lms, the frequency spectrum of interest in this problem
is <__10 khz. For such frequencies, the free space wavelength A __ 30 km. For the SSF,
the dimensions of the various structures are limited to _100 m. Thus the lumped-circuit
description appears to be satisfactory. However, a variety of wave modes and wavelengths
occurs in a magnetoplasma compared to that in free space. Therefore, extreme caution must
be exercised in utilizing the predictions from a lumped circuit model.
The variouselements in the lumped-circuitmodel of Figure 2 are describedhere. The
solarcellarray isrepresentedby a voltagesourceVA, the seriesresistanceRA and parallel
capacitanceCA. RL isthe totalload on the array. The parallelRC circuitsconsistingof
Cx and Rr and CE and RE representthe ion and electroncollectionby the negative and
positiveportionsof the array,respectively.The loop consistingof CD and RD represents
the dischargecircuit;thisparallelcombination determines the magnitude of the arc current
and itstemporal evolution.The restof the resistanceRs, RR, and R, whcich are negligibly
small,are simply introducedto monitor the currentflowsat desiredlocationsin the circuit.
For determining the valuesof the capacitancesand resistances,we have followedMetz
[1986].In order to meet the power generationrequirements,a solarcellarray consistsof a
parallelcombination ofseveralsolarcellstrings(FigureI)which consistofa seriesconnection
of desiredntunber of solarcells.Ifthe operatingvoltageisIrAand each cellgenerates6Va
volts,the number cellsin a stringis
N = VA/6VA (I)
imurthetm_ore,ifthe generatedpower isP watts,the required currentin a matched load
I=P/VA. Ifthe opening currentofa cellis61,the-number of stringsinparallelis
M = P/(6I'VA) (2)
Assuming P to be 80KW and 6I,-_ 1A, M = 500, if6I is only 100mA, 5,000 strings axe needed.
If the conductivities of the sheaths near the positive and negative cells axe c_, and a_,
respectively, the sheath resistances RE and Rz are. given by
RE 1 = (1 - 6)NMae (3)
Rt t = _NMa_ (4)
where 6 is the fraction of the array at negative potentials [Metz, 1986]. Typically 6 __ 0.92,
a, __ ×10 -6, and ai -_ 2 x 10 -s [Metz,1986], giving Re _ 65 f_ and RI= 679 ft. The sheath
capacitance CE and Cz are difficult to estimate. However, if the average capacitance of each
cell to the plasma is Cp
C_ _ (1 - 6)NMCp (5)
Cz _- 6NMCp (6)
The value of Cp ranges anywhere from 2 to 200 pf [Metz, 1986]. In order to achieve an un-
derstanding of how this capacitance alters the transient behavior, we presented calculations
for Cp = 2pf, 200pf and 2,000 pf. However, the major part of the following discussion is
based on Cp = 200pf, for which
CE = 1.3× 10-6F and Cr = 1.6 × 10-SF
The parameters of the dischargeare the capacitance(CD) between the plasma and the
structure,and the dynamic resistance(RD) of the arc itself.Calculationiscarriedout for
a value of C D determined by treatingthe structure-plasmaas a parallelplate capacitor.
The dynamic resistanceismodeled to approximately yieldthe temporal evolutionof the arc
currentmeasure at NASA/MSFC [K.Curruth,PrivateCommunication,1991].
A typicalexample of measured arc currentisshown in Figure 3a. It has a fastrisetime
of about < 0.1ms and then decays relativelyslowly.The peak currentisabout 1500 A. The
frequencyspectrum ofthe currentisshown inFigure3b. Itisseenthatthereisan appreciable
currenteven at largefrequencyofabout 12 kHz. For such relativelylow frequencies,inductive
impudences are estimated to be negligiblysmall. •-
In the analysispresentedbelow, the structurecapacitanceCD isassumed to be 10S#F.
This isroughly the capacitanceof a metallicsurfaceof area ,-_300m 2 coated with a 3 #m
thicklayerof Al2Os. The steady ratevoltagedrop acrossthiscapacitance(seeFig. 2) is
Rr _ 146V (7)
VCD = VA RI + .RE
Discharge: In order to simulate the arcing which discharges the structure capacitance,
the dynamic resistance is suddenly reduced and it is varied with time so that the discharge
current ID closely approximates the measured arc current (Figure 3a). Figure 4a shows
the simulated time history of the dynamic resistance RD. Figure 4b shows the arc current
flowing through the discharge circuit. It reaches a maximum amplitude of about 1500 A.
The temporal evolution of the discharge capacitor is shown in Figure 5. the capacitor almost
completely discharges as indicated by the minimum voltage of about _1 volt.
In response to the discharge, a current injected into the circuit at node "4". This current
ismeasured by putting a smallresistanceRR asshown inFigure 2.In responseto thiscurrent
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injection,the currentsand voltagesin the main partof the circuit,which consistsofthe load
and the solarcells,are affected.The temporal evolutionof the injectedcurrentisshown in
Figure6. Itisinterestingto note thateven though the maximum arc currentis1500 A, the
may.Jmum currentinjectedintothe power system isonly about 23 A. However, thiscurrent
criticallydepends on the impedence between the nodes 'O' and '4'in the circuitFigure 2.
This impudence isa parallelcombination ofCr, -_Iand the impudence involvingRL, -_A,CA
and the parallelcombination ofRE and CE. When Cz becomes large,ittends to shortcircuit
allother impedances and a largeinjectedcurrentresults.For exaxnple,when Cr isincreased
to 1.5×I0-4F, the injectedcurrentincreasesto 240A, and most of the injectedcurrentflows
through the capacitanceCr. However, a word of cautionmust be added here.In the circuit
model used here,the entirecapacitanceof the negativepart of the array islumped to node
'4',the extreme negativeend of the array.In realitythiscapacitanceisdistributedoverthe
negativepart of the array. Therefore,the injectedcurrentis likelyto flow through some
part of the array beforeitisshunted to the ground. Ifthe injectedcurrentislarge,itmay
darnage the solarcells.For example, when Cir--1.5 × 10-4F, the injectedcurrentof 240 A
isa significantfractionof steady-statearraycurrentof 500 A. Such an injectedcurrentcan
significantlyalterthe operatingconditionsof the solarcellsnear the extreme negativeend
of the array.On the other hand when Cz isreduced to 1.5 × 10-eF, the injectedcurrentis
only 2 A. Therefore,isisimportant that the capacitancesofthe solarcellsto the plasma be
properlyestimated.This taskrequirea knowledge ofthe geometricalfeaturesofthe cellsand
the plasma sheath. The effectsofdistributingCI overthe entirenegativeend of the arrayis
discussedin section3.
Figure 7 shows thatin response to the arc,the currentthrough RA, suddenly increases
from 498.6 to 500.7 A. However, rigorouslyspeaking thisresponse is expected to have a
greaterperturbationin the currentas discussedabove,arldlaterin section3.
The perturbation caused in the load is shown in Figures 8a, 8b and 8c, which give the
temporal evolution of the load current, voltage and power, respectively. The maximum
perturbation in the load current is 1A, and the corresponding perturbation in the load power
is about 200 watt, or about 0.3%. Thus, from the analysis presented here, it appears that
arcing may not signi_cantly affect the power system. However, this is more so if the array
capacitance to the plasma is suf_ciently small (< 200 pfJceU).
Recharging: It is interesting to examine how the system perturbed by the arcing recu-
perates and the steady-state condition is re-established. Figure 5 shows that after the arcing
event, it takes about 200 ms for the structure capacitance to charge 96_ of the steady-state
voltage drop.
Figures 9a and 9b show the collection of electron current IE (through the resistor RE in
Figure 2) and ion current II (through the resistor Rz in Figure 2), respectively. It is seen that
in response to the arcing, (see Figure 9a) IE increases from the steady- state value of 0.21
A to 2.26 A, and Ir decreases (Figure 9b) from the same steady-state value to a negligibly
small current of < 0.005 A. The significant changes in the values of IE and Ir suggest that
the arcing has substantially changed the operating condition of the array; a larger portion of
the array acquires positive potentials with respect to the ionosphere and a negligibly small
portion remains negative with respect to the ionosphere, therefore, for the sake of rigor it
isdesirablethat the circuitdements C,_,.RE, CI, and RI should vary with time during the
transientphase. However, thishas not been done here .The increasedelectroncurrentis
responsiblefor rechargingthe structurecapacitanceand it takes about 200 ms to achieve
the recharging( Figure 5). As the rechargingprocess continues,ir_and It relax to their
steady-statevaluesas shown in Figures 9a and 9b, respectively.
The main conclusionto be drawn from the analysispresentedhere isthat the arcingis
not likelyto be disruptiveso far as the load is concerned,ifthe capacitancebetween the
I0
solar cells and the plasma is sufficiently small. When arcing occurs, a portion of the array
initially at relatively large negative potentials is Likely to carry a relatively large current if
the solar cell capacitance Cp is sufficiently large. Such large currents may drastically change
the operating conditions of the solar cells and hence their power generation capabilities. This
may affect the power generation. However, the conclusion drawn here are only tentative so
farbecause the detailsofthe power system are not included in the analysis.It isdesirable
that the layoutof the solarcellsand the detailsof theirinterconnectionsbe made available
so that an exact analysiscan be performed. The'resultspresentedin thisreport are based
on an illustrativeexample.
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3 Distributed circuit model.
The next step of analysis is done by distributing the solar cell capacitance all over the array.
This model is constructed by grouping a certain numbrer of solar cells together; the equivalent
circuit for the groups consisting of the negative and positive portions of the array are shown
in Figures (_10) and (11) respectively. The equivalent circuit of each group has a voltage
source, a source resistance, a parallel capacitance-and the resistance and capacitance to the
plasma. The complete distributed model is shownin Figure (12), in which equivalent circuits
of the groups of solar cells are connected to gether.The various elements in each group are
described here. The negative portion is represented by a series resistance (RA1) and parallel
capacitance (CA1). The couplling between the negative portion and the plasma through a
sheath isrepresented by a parallel RC circuit consisting of Ct and R1 as shown in Figure (10).
The group voltage is represented by voltage source Vll. The positive portion of the array
is represented by a series resistance (RA2) and parallel capacitance (CA2). The coupling
between the positive portion and the plasma sheath is represented by a parallel RC circuit
consisting of CE and RE as shown in Figure (11). V12 represents the group voltage.
For an example, we used 5 solar cells in each group. Therefore, 32 groups are connected
in series to produce the required voltage of 160 volt. There are M strings conected in parallel
to produce the required current. The different components of each group are calculated as
follows.The seriesresistances(RAI & RA2) are given by:
RA1 = RA2 = RA (total array resistance)/number of groups (8)
The parallelcapacitances(CA1 & CA2) are given by:
CA1 = CA2 = CA (total array capacitance)/number of groups (9)
The sheath resistance RE and Rt are given by equations (3) and (4) with N = 5 and
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M=5000. The sheath capacitancesCE and Cz aregivenby equations(5) and (6)with N- 5,
M --5000. For the dischargecircuitwe used the same model as in the lumped circuitmodel.
Also,the load isrepresentedby a resistance(RL).
Simulationisperformed with diKerentvaluesof(Cp), but resultsare obtained forwhich
Cp = 200pF, CE =4 x 10-VF, Cz = 4.6x 10-6F. Figure (13)shows that the perturbation
in the array-currentdecreasesas we move from the negativeend toward the positiveend of
the array.This happens due to the factthat the injectedcurrentat the negativeend of the
arrayflowstoward the load and the positiveend. _Initsway, an amount of currentleaksout
to the sheath through the impedences between the array and the plasma sheath.Itisworth
noting thattthe perturbationin the array currentnear the negativeend issignificant.
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4 Quasi-static Electric and Magnetic Fields Produced by
the Arc.
In an arcing event, electrons are injected into the ionospheric plasma. These electrons create
a negative space charge and hence electric fields. Furthermore, the current itself also creates a
magnetic field. It is important to know the magnitude of such fields generated in the vicinity
of the SSF. The fields calculated here are not the radiation fields, which will be discussed in
Section 4.
The magnitude of the electric field created by the space charge critically depends on the
dynamics of the ejected electrons during the arcing event. The ejected electrons are restricted
to move along the local earth's magnetic field as shown in Figure 14. when electrons are
ejected, the negative charge on the metallic surface is diminished, leaving the positive charge
near the insulating surface bare. A major issue here is how the positive charge is neutralized.
Is it neutralized by areturn electron current distributed over a large volume, as indicated
in Figure 14, or by returning the ejected electrons locally? In reality, it will be a mixture
of both these processes. However, the ejected electrons are restricted by the magnetic field
and, therefore, the neutralization of the bared positive charge far from the arc location must
involve return current from a large volume. This issue is yet nor fully resolved. Therefore, we
perform our calculations here on the basis that some of the ejected electrons do escape and
corresponding ejected current, I_j, is a fraction of the arc current Ia,c. However, the fraction
is not known.
As mentioned earlier, the electrons injected into the plasma are primarily guided along
the earth's magnetic field lines, a typical electron is likely to undergo a helical motion as
shown in figure 14. This motion produces an electron beam with a radius (rb) equal to the
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averageLarmor radius of the ejected electrons. This radius is given by
rb = rc = (UbsinO + Vte)/f_ (lO)
where Ub is the velocity of an ejected electron, _ is the pitch angle with respect to the magnetic
field, Vte is the random thermal velocity of the electrons, and fie is the electron cyclotron
frequency.--
The ejected current (I_j) flows in a channel of--radius rb giving a current density
(il)
This current is carried by electrons moving along the earth's magnetic field with a velocity
Vbcos_. The negative space charge density in the beam can be approximated by
Pb = --enb_---I,j/(rr_UbcosS) (12)
Assuming that thischarge isneutralizedby ions at a radius r" rb, the boundary of the
channel,the maximum electricfieldisestimated to be
_ i 1( r )pb (13)
27r_o rb
This field is calculated by assuming that the space charge is uniformly distributed, in a long
cylinder of radius rb along the earth's magnetic field. Substituting for Pb from (2), we obtain
Iej fie (14)
E,_.. _ 2rr(o (UbsinO + Vt,)UbcosO
For pitch angle near 0 = 90 °, the above expression is not valid because ejected electrons
stagnate their the arc location and an electron beam is not likely to form. It is important to
note that I_j may or may not be the same as the arc current.
In order to get a numerical estimate for the fields, we assume Bo = 0. 3 Gauss, arcing
voltage ¢o = 120 V and the ejected current to be the same as the arc current I = 1500 A.
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Using theseparameters,we obtain
Ub _- v/2e¢o/m_ = 6571 km/s, rb = rL = 1.2 sin8 m and E,_z -_ 6.8 V/m when _ = 45 °.
The location of the maximum field is expected to move with the moving clumps of ejected
electrons. During the duration of the peak current lasting over about 10-4seconds, such fields
can be present over a distance of about s __ 10-4s × 6571 × 103km _- 657m along the field line
from the location of the arc.
The escaping electrons generate a magnetic field. Assuming the electron beam as a line
current source, the magnetic field for r> rb (see Fig. 14) is given by
B : iLoiej/'2_rr (15)
where r is the radial distance from the center of the ejected electron beam . For I_j = I_,c _-
1500A, B = 3/r Gauss. thus, in the vicinity of the ejected electrons (r __ lm) the magnetic
field generated by the arc current is about ten times the earth's magnetic field at the altitude
of the Space Station Freedom.
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5 Electromagnetic and Plasma Wave Radiation Due to Arc-
ing
There are two major sourcesofelectromagneticand plasma wave radiationsduring an arcing
event.One isthe arcitself.Itactslikea radiatingelement ina medium which isa magnetized
plasma, the other sourceisthe radiationfrom the transientcurrentsset up in variousparts
of the power system due to the arc,as discussedearlierin Section 2. In order to estimate
the radiationlevelfrom the lattersource,a detailedanalysisof the spatialdistributionof
the transientcurrentin the power system includingcablesand power linesisneeded. Since
the analysisofthe spatialdistributionisnot available,the calculationson the radiationlevel
from thissourceispostponed. However, itmust be mentioned that the largestructureand
the system sizeof SSF suggestthat the transientc.uxrentdistributedovera largevolume will
act likea relativelylargeantenna and hence a potent sourceof electromagneticradiation.
The radiationfrom the arc currentitselfcan be studiedby assuming thatthe arc currentis
a currentfilamentradiatingintothe ionosphericplasma. Quite oftenwhile carryingout such
an analysis,the plasma medium isignored.We show herethatforthe transientbehaviorofan
arc occurringon SSF, the neglectof the ionosphericplasma effectsisincorrect.A literature
surveyofphenomenon of arcingin connectionwith SSF and solarcellarraysindicatedthat
the risetime ofan arctypicallyrangesfrom _ 0.1ms to _ 1/zs.such risetimes correspond to
a frequencyspectrum rangingfrom 10 kHz to IMHz. For thisfrequency band, plasma effects
are maximized because thisband isbounded by the lower-hybridand the electron-cyclotron
frequenciesin the ionosphere. Only at frequenciesf__10 MHz, the plasma effectson the
electromagneticradiationare llketo be ignorable.
For the expected altitudesof SSF, the characteristicplasma frequenciesare as follows.
The typicalvalueofthe magnetic fieldin the ionosphereisabout 0.3 Gauss, and the plasma
densityis expected to range between 1011 to I012m -3. The corresponding characteristic
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frequenciesaxe as follows.
1 eBo = O.87MHz (16)
electron - cyclotron frequency : fee - 2r me
tit e
O+ cyclotronfrequency : f¢i - Mi fee = 30Hz (17)
Lower- hybridfrequency : flh = x/rfc, fel = 5kHz (18)
- 1 noe2 1 2
--_ / 3 9MHz (19)
Electron - plasma frequency : fr_ = 2_r(m,eo) _- -
Ion - plasma frequency: fra ----(me/rni)l/2f_ (20)
In the expressions for frequencies appearing above Bo is the earth's magnetic field, Mi and
rn_ are the ion and electron masses, respectively, and no is the plasma density, the plasma
frequency ranges from 3 MHz to 9 MHz when no ranges from ,,, 1011 to 1012m -3.
The dielectric properties of the ionospheric plasma is determined by the signal frequency
f and the characteristic frequencies given above. The ionospheric plasma is described by a
dielectric tensor given by
= eo -jKH K± 0 (21)
0 0 KII
gll = 1 - _ Xa/U_ (22)
ot
K± = 1 - _ X_U_/(U_ - y2) (23)
of
KrI = - _-_ X_y_/(U_ - y2) (24)
X_ = f_a/f 2, Ya = fce/f and U -- 1 - jva/w (25)
and u,, is the effective collision frequency.
In writing above expression for e, is is assumed that the earth's field is along the Z axis.
The summation in the above expressions are over the various chaxged-particle species in the
ionosphere. However, for frequencies f>> fth, ion dynamics can be ignored. For the arc with
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rise time < 0.1 ms, this is approximately valid if one is interested in radiation during the early
stage of the arc. For such high frequencies v <_<f, and the collision effects can be ignored.
When the signal frequency fails in the band /lh<f_< fc,, the radiation from a source is
confined within a cone with its axis along the magnetic field, and the apex on the source, as
shown in Figure 15 [Singh and Gould, 1971]. The half-cone angle is given by
tan 28¢ = - K_ / Klt (26)
For the frequency range of concern here KI->0 and KI1<0 , making tan_Sc a positive
number, and 0c a real angle. If the frequency f<<_fc,, the above expression for the half- cone
angle is considerably simplified to
ec (27)
For an arc with a rise time < lms, the frequency of interest if f__ 10 kHz. The half-cone
angle for this case is given by
t? __ tan-l(lO × 103/.84 × 108 ) __ 0.670 (28)
Thus the arc under considerationwillradiatea highlycollimatedbeam ofelectromagnetic
and plasma waves,with half-beam width ofabout 0.67°. This beam pointsalong the earth's
magnetic field.As the arc risetime decreases,the radiationfrequency increases,yielding
increasinghalf-coneangle and radiationbeam width.
The major question to be answered now is about the amount of power radiationand
the associatedfieldstrengths.This isdifficultproblem because radiationfrom sourcesin a
magnetoplasma isnot a wellstudiedarea.
In order to estimate the amount of radiatedpower, we use the theoreticalformulation
of Balmain [1964] and Singh and Gould [1971] for the radiation from a short dipole in a
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magnetoplasma. An arc ismodeled as a currentfilamentover a ground plane as shown in
Figure 15. The radiationresistanceof the filamentin fullspace s given by [Balmain,1964],
R, = R_(Z_,_) (29)
where
a a + F 1/2
Zi,_ = . _ [In(L/p) - 1 - In( 2F )] (30)jw2reoK± LF 2
F = sin20 + a2cos2O (31)
,_'- = N L/K!I (32)
is the orientation of the current filament with respect to the ambient field, L is the length of
o
the current filament, and p is its radius. For the case of an arc, the current carrying electrons
are guided along the field line and it is reasonable to assume that 0 = 0 for which Eq. (29)
is simplified, for the monopole model of the radiation for the arc, the radiation resistance is
given by
1 _\o_ 1 _o)k-i( (33)
Where A is the free space wavelength at a frequency f.
The above expression shows that the radiation resistance R, aL -t, implying that as L
--* 0, R, _ co. This suggests an infinitely large radiation of power, and it is unphysical.
Singh and Gould [1971] have shown that this unphysical result is the consequence of the
assumption of the plasma being cold. If the warm plasma effects are included, the radiation
resistance becomes finite when L _ 0. Therefore, Eq.(30) is valid when L>>10Ad, where A4
is the plasma Debye length. When L<_ 10 Aa, the radiation resistance is given by
1 1 1/#o/eo( )F-----:---C/Vo-3(2_rL
R, _- 8-_ g---'z
(34)
2O
whereC isthe velocityof lightin freespace,and Vo isthe electronthermal velocity.The
theoryofSingh and Gould [1971]was developedfora uniaxialplasma, in which the magnetic
fieldisso largethat f_ << fee.On the other hand, in the ionosphere,fee<< fv,.The factor
K_.I in(34)isincluded to account forthis.
In order to have a feelfor the radiationresistances,we assume that the ambient plasma
density,no = 4×10Scm -s for which fpe-_6MHz, fee_ 0.84MHz and electrontemperature
Te = 0.2eV,givingC/Vo _-1.6x I0s. With theseparameters,the radiationresistancefor 10
kHz isgiven by
R, = 104/L _2 L >> 10Aa (35)
R, <_50L 2 _ L <_ 10A_ (36)
where L isthe arc lengthin meters. ""
Ifthe arc length isknown, the radiationfrom the arc can be estimated. Ifthe current
carryingelectronsescape along the magnetic fieldlines,a good estimatefor the currentfil-
ament lengthisthe distancetravelledby the electronshaving an energy of 120 eV over the
risetime of the arc. This distanceisof the order of kilometer. Since Aa -_ icrn,equation
(35)givesa radiationresistanceof I0 f}.Furthermore, ffthe entirearc currentescapes,the
power radiated is then calculated as
1 2 1
P, -_ _I_,cR, -__ x (1500)2x 10 _-10z Watt (37)
The totalenergy radiatedover the risetime is
_fraa_--P_ A t__107 X 10-4 -----lOaJ
This isan enormously largeenergy.
}1 (38)
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The totalenergy dischargedduring the arcingisapproximately given by
Wdi,eharoe _ _CV 2
1
"___ × i0 -3 × (160) 2 __ 13 J (39)
A comparison ofW_d with Wal,cha_a,clearlyindicatesthatradiationlossesare so severe
that itislikelyto quench the arcingprocessitself.It alsosuggestthat the plasma around
the space stationwillbe stronglyaffectedby the radiation.Working backward, itispossible
to estimatethe maximum bound (Pmo=) on the arc current:
1 2
-_Ima=R, _ t __ I'Vdi,ch_,g_ (40)
o_
2Wai,ch_;g, _:/2 (41)
For the parameter used in the above discussion, l,,_a= _ 170 A.
In laboratory, where the radiation process are not allowed by the size of the devices,
current larger than I,,°= can be possible.
For such radiation-llmited arc currents, the radiation fields in the cone of radiation (Fig.
15) can be estimated as follows. When 0_ << 90°, as is the case for f<< f_,, it can be assumed
that the radiation is primarily electromagnetic and the radiation occurs in a medium with
an effectivedielectriconstantgivenby
,,st- o(.fg./fYo.)
The corresponding effectivemedium wave impudence
(42)
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The Pointingvectorisgivenby
1
S,_ = _[E]=/T/eyI Watt/m = (44)
where tE[ is the magnitude of the radiation electric field. Integrating S,u over the area of the
radiationcone base (Fig.15) at a distancer from the apex (Fig.15),totalradiatedpower
I[P,I 2
P, __ -" _-t rr=tanSec (45)
2 %/! -
Equating (43)with the radiatedpower determined by the radiationresistanceRr in (30),we
obtain
IEI _ 4j V_ V/m (46)
!r rtanOc
When fth < f<< f¢_,the radiationfieldsare written as
/, =
muo arej 2 1( fzc. )(ffce_-_.(Ao )_ (48)
IBI= _oIEI/_.H-2V_ _ "ff,,.'"f_ " "2_L"
where B isthe radiationmagnetic fieldofthe arc.Numerical estimatesof the fieldsforf =
10 kHz, f_ = 6 MHz and f¢_ = 0.84 MHz arc given by
Iej 1 V/m (49)]El - 104_ r
B ~ 2o4-_-! Ga.,, (50)
- v/_r
It is worth mentioning that these fields axe the fax fields. In the close vicinity of the arc,
the quasi-static fields given by equations (14) and (15) are valid. For a numerical estimate
we assume r- 1 kin, L __ 100 m, and we find that
IEI _- f_j V/m and [B] = 2 × 10-s/-_j Gauss (51)
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Thereforeif the injectedcurrent/ej = 100 A, which is a fraction of the arc currents measured
in laboratory, IEI _ 100 V/m and iBI __ 0.2 Gauss. These fields are a significant perturbations
in the SSF electromagnetic environment.
Radiation of Plasma Waves: The above picture of the radiation holds good if the arc
length is determined by the escaping electrons, carrying the arc current. If electrons do not
escape, and they are confined into a small volume near the arc, the arc length L<: 10Ad,
which is nearly the size of the sheath near the insulator. In this case, the radiation occurs in
the form of electron plasma waves, and in that case equation (36) is the valid formula for the
radiation resistance, for example, let us assume that L__ 1 cm and Iej-- 1500 A; the radiated
power
P, _- _I;_._,__ 10.. kW (52)
The energy radiated over the arc llfe time
W, = fOx 103x lO-4s__ I J (53)
This is about 8% of the total discharge given by equation (39).
The radiation of plasma waves suggest that the electrons in the close vicinity of the arc
will be heated by Landau damping of the waves. Since electron plasma waves are likely to be
intense near the arc, the ions will be also heated by non-linear plasma processes. The time
scaleforheatingionsisf_1 which islessthan arc risetime. This ensuresion heating during
the lifeofan arc.Simple estimatesbased on the radiatedpower,group velocityofthe plasma
waves, and the arc risetime suggestelectronand ion temperatures in the excessof 100 eV.
Ifthe arcingoccurs oftenenough and randomly distributedover the entiresurfacearea
of the space station,the ambient ionosphericplasma willbe highlymodified.A plasma with
a temperature of 100 eV engulfingthe entirestationisa distinctpossibility.
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6 Plasma Contactor
In previous sections,we discussedthe effectsof arcingdue to the relativelylargenegative
potentialof the structureofthe Space StationFreedom. Itisnow planned thatthe structure
potentialwillbe lowered by injectingelectronsusing a plasma contactor. Hollow-Cathode
based plasma contactorshave been developedforneutralizingthe positiveionsejectedfrom
electricthrustersystems [e.g.Ward and King, 1968],demonstrating that the electronswith
currentsof the order _ IA can be ejected.However, in thrusterapplicationsthe stabilityof
the ejectedcurrentand EMI are probably not a major concern. In applicationsforthe Space
Station,itisnot enough toejectelectronsto lower the structurepotentialon a time average
basis,but itisalsoofparamount concern to determine the impact ofthe operationofplasma
contactoron the stabilityof the structurepotential'andthe electromagneticenvironment of
the Space Station.A quantitativedeterminationof the electricand magnetic fieldsgenerated
by the currentsand space chargesassociatedwith the aperationof the plasma contactorisa
difficulttask.Here our aim isonly to highlightthe major issues,which shouldbe researched
and resolvedbefore a plasma contactorisfullytrustedfor the intended purpose of charge
and potentialcontrolforthe Space Station.
The centralissueconcerningthe plasma contactoristhe stabilityof the Space Station
potential.Thisissuehas hardlygottenany attention.Both laboratory[Wilberand Williams,
1990]and space experimentshave been mainly concerned with the magnitude of the ejected
curren,and likewise,modeling effectshave been confinedto steady-stateanalysis[Daviset
a/.,1988; Parks and Katz, I987].
It is commonly believed that the electron dynamics in the electron ejection mode is
resistive despite the fact that the plasma is essentially coUisiouless. The relatively large
resistivity is attributed to plasma waves and turbulence driven by the ejected electron beam.
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The questions,which naturallyarise,are as fallow:Do the plasma wave, which provide the
resistivity,modulate the ejectedelectroncurrent ? What are the relativemagnitudes and
frequency spectrum ofthe modulation?
Answering these questionsisessentialbecause deep modulations with sufficientlylong
durationsmay inturruptthe electronejection,and raisethe potentialon the structureof
the spacecraft,and arcingmay stilloccur. This defeatsthe whole purpose of operatingthe
plasma contactor.Plasma waves,which arelikelyto be drivenand have the potentialofmod-
ulatingcurrent,may range in frequencyfrom ion-cyclotronfrequencyto the electron-plasma
frequency.The low-frequencymodulations near ion-cyclotronfrequencyarepotentiallydan-
gerous. In the closevicinityof the contactor,the dominant ion specieswillbe that of the
neutralgas emitted from the contactor.Ifthe gas isAr, the ion cyclotronfrequencyisabout
10 Hz, which yieldsa modulation period ofabout 100 ms. Ifthe currentinterruptsover such
a time period,the chargeaccumulation on the structurecan be increasedby _Q__-IC, ifthe
steady-statecurrent10A istotallyinturreptedover thisperiod.Evenifthe currentinturepts
partiallyby 10%, _Q __ -0.IC,which is sufficientlylarge to raisethe structurepotential
above -I00 V or so. Such charging and dischargingmay affectthe stabilityof the entire
power system.
The currentmodulations due to plasma instabilityhas another consequence. The modu-
latedelectronbeam in the volume near the contactorcan be an effectiveradiatorof plasma
and elecromagneticwaves,which are potentialsourceof EMI. Even crude estimate5of the
fieldsgeneratedby thisprocessare not available.Space experiments on electronbeam ejec-
tionsare not usefulinthisrespectbecause the beam currentsinvolvedin them are relatively
small limitedto <100 mA and the beam energiesare relativelyhigh of the order of few eV
[Neubert et al., 1990; Kellogg et al. , I986]. On the other hand, in the case of plasma
contactor current can be as high as 10 A and the beam energy is limited to a few times the
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ionizationpotentialof the neutralgas used in the contactor.Thus, the beam energiesare
limitedto a few tensof eV.
In view of the crucialroleofthe plasma contactorin ensuringsafetyof the Space Station
structureand the stabilityofthe power system,itisessentialthatthe stabilityofthe working
of a plasma contactorin terms of itstemporal variationsbe carefullyresearched.The study
must be based on the both theoryand modellingand as wellas on laboratorymeasurements.
the resultsfrom such studiesmust be reconciledso thata clearunderstanding ofthe stability
isensured.
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7 Plasma Waves and Electric Fields Generated by Contam-
inated Ions
Space shuttleflightshave amply demonstrated thatthe contaminants play an important role
in determiningthe electromagneticenvironment of a largespacecraftin the low earth orbit.
In the case of the shuttleitself,water is the major contaminant. When water molecules
undergo a charge-exchangewith the oxygen ions,the major ion speciesin the ionosphere,a
beam of H20 + iscreated, such ion beams traverseperpendicular to the geomagnetic field
linesand interactwith the ionosphericplasma to generate plasma waves, which contribute
to the electromagneticenvironment of the spacecraft.
Space StationFreedom isa largespacecraftand itselectromagneticenvironment islikely
to be affectedby the contaminants. The purposeof thispart of the reportisto develop a
predictivecapabilityforthe contributionsof the contaminants to the electromagneticenvi-
ronment of the Space Station,using measurements on waves and contaminants during the
shuttlemissionsand appropriatelinearand non-lineartheoriesforplasma waves.
A detailedsummary of the measurements on the contaminant molecules and ions,and
waves duringsome space shuttleflightscan be found in a technicalreportby W. S.Kurth,
made to NASA Lewis Research Center [Grant NAG-3-449]. The report isa collectionof
papers in which measurements using the plasma diagnosticpackage (PDP) of the University
ofIowa are reported and analyzed.Lineartheoriesforthe generationof plasma waves have
been developed to explainthe observationson the frequency spectrum of the waves [Cairns
and Gurnett, 1991].
Our purpose here isnot to dwell on the detailsof the instabilitywhich generatesthe
waves,but itisan attempt to develop a working formula which can predictthe electricfield
levelsof the waves, and the frequencyrange over which the waves are likelyto occur.In this
connectionwe relyboth on the measurements and the theory dealingwith the saturation
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of the wave. It is the saturated level of the waves which is normally measured. We find
that measured wave levels do not agree with the prediction from the theory based on the
nonlinear saturation of the beam-plasma interaction producing the wave [Cairns and Gurnett,
1990-1991].
Frequency Spectrum:
Measurements show that most strongly excited waves occur in the near vicinity of the
spacecraft within a distance of about 30 m from it. Figure 16 shows the frequency spectrum of
the electric field in this so- called near zone. The spectrum is generally confined to frequencies
below the lower-hybrid frequency defined by
/lh _-- V/-]-_f_ (54)
where fc, and f_ are the electron and 0 + cyclotron frequencies, respectively. Above this
frequency, the spectrum falls off abruptly. The typical value of fth _5 kHz. On occasions,
well-defined peaks are found in the frequency spectrum; the peak near 178 Hz and /lh are
noteworthy [Cairns and Gurnett, 1991], at occasions even peaks at a frequency 2fzh have
been also observed.
Electric Field Amplitude:
In connection with EMI, in addition to the frequency spectrum, the electric field amplitude
in an important quantity. Murphy[1987] attempted to correlate the electric field amplitude
with the gas emission rate, using data on waves from PDP. figure 17 shows the variation of
the rms electric field at 1 kI:Iz within a bandwidth of 150 I-Iz, as a function of the gas emission
rate G,. Note that the emitted gas is mostly H20 vapor. Performing a curve fitting, we find
that the rms field (E,,_o) is given by
E..,. -_ 2.5G _ mV/m (55)
where a is an exponent between 0.7 and 0.8, and G _ is the gas emission rate in gram/s. The
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gas densitynw can be relatedto the gas emissionrateby
G (56)
nW _ VoTrr2_in20
where Vo is the gas ejection velocity from a nozzle of half-angle 0 and r is the distance from
it.
Since tlle contaminant number density is proportional to the gas emission rate, it is
suggested here that E,,,_o a n_w+, nw+ being density of water ions in the vicinity of the
spacecraft. The water ion density is expected to vary linearly with the gas density nw.
Recent studies show that observed waves are best described by wave modes driven by
water ion beam travelling with the orbital velocity of 8kin/s, perpendicular to the earth's
magnetic field, in the ionospheric O + plasma [Cairns and Gurnett, 1991]. The waves propa-
gate nearly perpendicular to the magnetic field, and have a wavelength given by A = 27r/k,
where wavenumber k = w_/V_b where w_o is the oxygen ion plasma frequency, and V_,b
is the orbital velocity of the spacecraft, for the ionospheric plasma density in the range
1011 - 1012rn -3, the wavelength range is 3-1m. The water-ion beam driven instability ad-
equately describes the observed frequency spectrum discussed earlier. This instability has
been extensively studied in a laboratory plasma and a thorough discussion can be found in
Seller [1977].
The real challenge here is to theoretically estimate the wave amplitude level, which can
adequately describe the observational result in (55), namely, E,,,,o a n_w+, where a is in the
range 0.7 to 0.8. Since the linear instability is driven by a beam, and beam velocity V_b _ the
thermal velocities of 0 + and H20 + ions, the instability is likely to be saturated by trapping
the beam ions in growing potential wells of the excited waves [Seller, 1977]. A summary of
the theory of wave saturation in beam-plasma system can be found in Hasegawa [1975]. the
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linear dispersion relation for the waves is given by [Cairns and Gurnett, 1990,1991]
_ _ _h _ -_ _h = o (57)
n_ _ n, (_,- k±Vo,b)2
where flth = 2_rf_h, w is the wave frequency, no, nw and n, are the density of oxygen and
water ions, and electrons, respectively. A detailed derivation of this equation can be found
in Cairns a_d Gurnett [1990]. Here we have written the dispersion relation in the rest frame
of the ionospheric plasma. Drawing an analogy between the standard dispersion relation for
a beam-plasma system and the above equation, the solution for the wave with maximum
growth rate can be written as follows:
_:l = (_)l/2f_hiVo, b (5S)
. -
w= (_)11_h(1 - 6) (_o)
6, = 2-41s(_wl.o)_lS (6o)
6_= -6,/,A (61)
Where 6, and 6i are the real and imaginary part of (6). The wave phase velocity is given by
V'p = w,./k_L = (1 -&.)V,,,.b (62)
where w, = Re(w). In the restframe of the wave phase velocity,ionshave a relativespeed
given by
A V_ = Vo, b - "Vp= £Vo, b (63)
Thus, in a growing potential of the wave, the beam ions begin to trap when the wave
peak potential (¢p) becomes large enough so that
1 2 (64)2qCp > _ m_, A %
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When the trappingbegins,the beam ionsbegin toreflectback and the minium beam velocity
isreached hafta bounce time later,thisminium beam velocity
[r_.,i,, = vp - _v = V,,,.b- 26,.V,,,.b (65)
Note that the initial beam velocity without the wave is V_._,. the reduced beam velocity
indicates that the kinetic energy of the beam has been converted into wave energy, half
of this wave energy goes into the electrostatic energy, while the other half goes into the
plasma particles. We are concerned here with the electrostatic part of the energy and the
corresponding electric field. The time average electrostatic energy
w. = %IE,,,o,_I2= 26,(i - _,)(_n_m_V_,b) (66)
and the corresponding field is
IE_..i 2_(_)1/s[1 -,,/3 1/s 1 m 2= -2 (,,,,/_,,) ][_,,w ,Jd.b] (67)
Table 1 shows the value of ]E,_a.t for two ionospheric plasma densities , no = 1011 and
1012m -S, and for water ion densities ranging from 0.2 x 10 l° to 101°m S. It is seen that the
fields up to a few tens of volts/m are likely to be generated. We recall that such fields are
generated near the lower hybrid frequency, which is about 5 kHz in the low earth orbit.
The large electric field calculated above occurs at a very short time scale just after the
water vapor is released. We estimate here this time scale. The saturation state is character-
ized by oscillations having frequencies determined by the bounce motion of the trapped ions
in the evolving field [Hasegawa, 1975]. The bounce frequency is given by
_ = (e_i___E)_ (68)
772w
Using the k.Lin (58) and E,,_= for E, nw = 101°m -3 and no = 10rim -S, we estimatek± __
0.6m, E = 51 V/m, w_ = 1.3× I04 rad/s,and the bounce period
2_r
T_ = -- 2 0.5 ms (69)
wb
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nw
E(V/m)
nw
E(V/m)
n_ = lOnm -3
0.2× 101° 0.4× 101° 0.6× 101° 0.8× 101°
18.3 28.7 37.1 44.5
no = 1012TT/,-3
0.2 X 1010 0.4 X 1011 I 0.6 X i0 I0 I 0.8 X 1010
12.9 20.3 [ 26.5 [ 32.0
0.I x 1011
51.3
0.1 x 1011
37.0
Table 1: Maximum electric fields in Volt/meter for several values of water ion density (nw)
and for two typical values of oxygen ion density no
The large electric fields estimated here should last over a few bounce periods., i.e., only for
a few milliseconds after the gas release.
At times later than several milliseconds, a very different set of non- linear process are
likely to occur. Such processes spread the plasma waves to lower frequencies making a
broadband electrostatic noise. The observed spectrum of the noise belongs to this relatively
late stage of the instability. This stage is difficult to analytical estimate and best way to
obtain quantitative estimates is to perform numerical simulations. Such simulation studies
are beyond the scope of this work. However, a crude estimate can be made as follows. When
the beam is almost completely thermalized, the electric field energy density integrand over
the entire frequency spectrum is given by
f l 2 (nw.okBT "_ n_T (70)W=  eolE,ol = no
where [E_[2 isthe power spectraldensity,T isan effectivetemperature and ks isthe Bolt_-
mann constant. In view of the observed spectrum of the broadband noise,we assume that
the noiseisuniformly distributedoverthe bandwidth Af --_flh,startingfrom zerofrequency.
Thus, the spectral power density is
[E_t2 2n_T V2m_2Hz_ 1 (71)
4Afeo
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Observationindicatesa typical valueof n_o -_ 0.1no, no - 1011m -3 and /xf __ 10 4 HZ. We
do not know the value of T precisely because the beam is likely to heat the plasma. If this
heating is ignored, T_0.1 eV and lEvi 2 _ 3.6 × lO-SV2rn-2Hz -1, and the corresponding
electric field in a 150 Hz band, as in Figure 17, is about 700 mV/m. this field is about an
order of magnitude larger than the observations indicate. It is worth mentioning that, the
observed fields can be an underestimate due to the antenna size as pointed out by Cairns
and Garrett [1990].
In summary, we emphasize that the gas releases can generate electric fields up to several
tens of volts/m near the lower hybrid frequency. Such strong fields cascade downward and
upward to lower and higher frequencies, which are measured, however, in the late stage of the
instability too, the analytical estimates are found to be considerably higher than measured
fields. In View of this discrepancy, a better estimate based on numerical simulations and also
an estimate of the effect of antenna size on the measurements of the fields are needed.
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8 Radiation of EM Waves by Currents Induced in the Struc-
ture by the Motional EMF
The motional EMF in a moving conductor at the altitudes of the Space Station can be as
large as 0.3Vrn -1 . Assuming a length of about 100 m ( as that of the keel), an estimate of the
maximum possible EMF is about 30 volts. The induced EMF can drive a current through the
structure, but the current drawn is critically controlled by the ambient plasma and its contact
with the structure. These are difficult unsolved problems. However, the current collection at
the positive end involves the collection of electrons, while at the negative end the collection
of ions. Since the ion thermal current density in the ambient plasma is considerably smaller
than the electron current density, the ions are likely to dictate the current in the structure.
If the ion current collection area at the negative, end is S_, the current flow through the
structure is approximated by
I = J_s_ (r2)
where Ji is the ion current density in the range noeVtl < J_ < noeVs, T¢_iis the ion thermal
velocity, Vs is the Space Station velocity, no is the ambient plasma density, and e is the mag-
nitude of the electronic charge. The upper limit on the ion current density Ji is determined
by the ram current, while the lower limit is by the ion thermal motion. Thus, the maximum
possible power available for radiation is given by
P=V, BLJ_S_ (73)
The ion currentdensitywith the ambient plasma densityno = 10Scm -a and ion temper-
atureof0.3eV isfound to be in the range lO-4Am-2>J_>3 × 10-SAm -2. Thus, the radiated
power isfound to be
9 x lO-4Si < 3.3 × 10-3S/ watts (74)
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Assuming S_ to be about 500m 2,the radiatepower liesin the range 0.45 watts <P<1.65
watts. This estimateof power, based on intuitivearguments, isapproximately the same as
obtainedby more rigorouscalculations[Cldouber,1987].
Now letus considerthe frequency range over which the power willbe distributed.The
radiationoccursat frequenciesgiven by
f = k.V_/2r - Hz (T5)
where k isthe wave vectorof the radiation.Sincemaximum possiblevalue of k in a plasma
isroughly A_ I,the highestradiatedfrequencyisgiven by
Ip" = (76)
where f_,i and fr_ are the ion and electron plasma frequencies and Vti and Vt_ are the ion and
electronthermal velocities.
At the altitudesof Space Station fr,i _- 23.4kHz and fth _--5.4kHz. Thus, a variety
of wave modes are likelyto be expected;these include A].fvenwaves, electromagneticion-
cyclotronmode, ion-acousticmode, ion Bernsteinwaves, and lower hybrid waves.
Whether a given mode isradiated or not alsodepends on the wavelength spectrum of
the currentsourcein the structure.Ifsome wavelengths are not in the source,they are not
radiated,even ifthe plasma allowssuch a radiation.
The component of k parallelto the velocityofthe structureisrelevanthere. Thus, ifthe
dimension of the structurein the directionof the motion isL,,,the typicalradiated wave
number isgiven by
k. < L_ 1 (77)
Yo < (7s)
and the radiated frequency
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SinceVs _ 7.3krns -1 and L_, _ 5m, fo < 230Hz. Thus, the Space Station structure is
likely to curtail the radiation in frequencies higher than about 230 Hz. This frequency is
lower than H + cyclotron frequency, but several times larger than O + and H20 + cyclotron
frequencies, thus, the possible wave modes are Alfven waves, electromagnetic ion-cyclotron
waves, ion-acoustic waves, and O + Bernstein modes. The latter two waves are warm plasma
affects.
The warm plasma effects on the radiation from structures in space have not been investi-
gated at all. Longitudinal plasma waves may have important ramifications as they heat the
plasma near the source. Heating involves Landau damping and/or ion-cyclotron damping.
Since the plasma waves are likely to be damped near the structure, the radiated power
away from it will be primarily in the form of Alfven waves. The electric field strength of the
Alfven Waves is approximately
( ,oVo- )½vm -1 (zg)E
where V_ is the Alfven velocity, S is cross section of the space Station perpendicular to the
ambient magnetic field, #°=4 _r × 10-THIn -1 and P_ is the power in Alfven waves.
Assuming P_ = 1 watt and S -- 103rn 2, Va -- 200 km s -I, E__ 16 mVm -1 and B = 80
nT. The electric field strength given above is roughly comparable to the requirement given
in Figure 3.1-3 of JSC 30420. But the corresponding B field specifications are much lower
than the estimate given above.
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Conclusion:
The main point of this report are as follows.
The capacitances in the system critically control the effect of arcing on the power system.
If the capacitances are sufficiently large, they act like low impedances during the arc rise
time and hence a large fraction of the arc current is likely to flow into the power system.
This implies a significant perturbation in the operation of the solar cells, especially those at
negative potentials before the onset of an arc.
It is recommended that accurate estimates be made for the capacitances including the
capacitance of the solar cells to plasma and also the anticipated capacitive load on the system.
If the arc current is injected into the plasma and a significant fraction of the injected
electrons escape along the earth's magnetic field, the radiation fields confined in narrow cones
emanating from each arccan be significant.A firmunderstandingofthe chargeneutralization
processesand of the dynamics of the electronsejectedduring arcingisneeded to decisively
addressthe EMI effectscreatedby arcing.
Ifa significantfractionofelectronsejectedduring escape along the magnetic fieldline,
the radiationlossesare so greatthat the arcingcurrentislimited.Estimates show a limit
_200 A on arc currentby the radiationlossalone.
Ifthe arcingprocesslimitsthe escapeof electrons,the localcurrentnear the arcingspot
in the plasma islikelyto radiateintenseplasma waves,which are absorbed by the electrons
and ions.In turn,the plasma isheated. Ifthe SSF structureislikelyto heat the plasma to
about 100 eV in the closevicinityofSSF. Such a heatinghas a directbearingon the behavior
of the materialsused forthe structure.
ffplasma contactorsare used to controlthe charging of the SSF structure,the plasma
wave generatedby electronsejectedby the contactorcurrents(<IA) may not be directlyof
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concernforEMI. however, such plasma waves may interruptthe contactorcurrents,leading
to the chargingofthe structureand possiblearcing.Itisrecommended thatifthe charging
isto be controlledusing contactors,theirstability,especiallydealingwith the intensityof
the currentinterruptionsbe firmlyestablished.
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ADDENDUM TO THE FINAL REPORT
NASA/MSFC, CONTRACT#NAS8-36955
PI: Dr. N. Singh
During docking between the shuttle and the space station, there is some concern about
electrostatic discharge (ESD). However,the reduced negative potential on the structure of the
station due-to the operation of a plasma contactor and also the thin insulation on it reduce
the possibility of ESD. This is simply because th_ exterior surfaces of each spacecraft are at
a potential of about - 1 V with respect to the iozmspheric plasma, and therefore there is no
potential difference between them. When the spacecrafts approach each other and separation
between them reduces to a few centimeters, the ionospheric plasma effects including the
sheath formation giving the -1 V potential on the surfaces are lost. In this situation, the
shuttle comes under the direct influence of the negative potential on the structure. If the
approaching shuttle surface is conducting, the electric field between this surface and the
station structure will increase, and depending on the potential on the latter, discharge and
arcing may occur. This situation is similar to that treated in section 2, except for some
minor modification to include the capacitance between the shuttle and the space station in
the dischargecircuitofFigure2. However, beforesuch an analysisisperformed, itisessential
to clearlydefinethe propertiesof the approaching surfacesduring docking.
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Figure 1
Schematic diagram showing the electrical connection of the negative end of
the solar cell array with the structure of the Space Station Freedom. The
structure consists of A1 insulated with A1203.
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Figure i0
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Equivalent circuit for a group of solar cells from
the negative portion of the array.
Figure ii
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Equivalent circuit for a group of solar cells from
the positive portion of the array.
Figure 12 Distrubuted circuit model, in which solar cells and their
equivalent capacitances and resistances to the plasma
ground are grouped.
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